A systematic scheme is developed for solving conformal algebra of the massive vertex operators in the old covariant first quantized string theory. Using the first massive level in the covariant spectrum of bosonic open string theory in flat spacetime as an example, we explicitly verify the conformal algebra for the normal-ordered covariant vertex operator. We emphasize that the requirement of fully covariant gauge-fixing specifies the form of normal-ordering for massive vertex operators.
I. INTRODUCTION
String theory in general space-time background typically has a spectrum consisting of infinitely many particles with arbitrary spins. While it is a standard wisdom [1, 2, 3, 4] that in the low-energy approximation (α ′ E 2 → 0) string theory reproduces supergravity theory (with stringy corrections), a complete understanding of the quantum dynamics of string theory can not be achieved without the inclusion of massive stringy excitations. This is particularly important if we wish to address the question of a non-perturbative formulation or what is the underlying symmetry principle of string theory [5, 6] . To study the quantum dynamics of string theory, one often employ the Polyakov world-sheet description and perform the calculations of correlation functions among stringy excitations in the functional integral approach [7, 8, 9] . However, as in the case of standard quantum field theories, the operator formalism sometimes also provides useful insights and different perspective when there exists ambiguity in the functional integral approach. In addition, the Fock space of stringy excitations forms representations of conformal algebra which is of interest to both physicists and mathematicians.
In this paper, we address ourselves to the construction of massive vertex operators in the simplest case, namely, bosonic open string theory in 26 dimensional space-time. This old subject has been studied [10, 11] since early days of string theory, and our original motivation is to apply similar method developed here to the study of string theory in the linear dilaton background [12, 13] . However, in view of the technical nature, also for pedagogical reason, we believe that it is useful to present our detailed derivations in a separate note. Hopefully, this will help some of the interested readers to really work out the complicated algebra, which is often streamlined in the standard textbooks.
We emphasize that, in this paper, we work with fully covariant version of the operator formalism. Here, the only gauge fixing is the world-sheet conformal gauge, and the requirement of conformal invariance (Virasoro constraints) makes the normal-ordering of massive vertex operators a subtle issue. To the best of our knowledge, this issue has not been discussed in the literature explicitly. We hope that our presentation helps in clarifying this non-trivial issue. 
From the action we can extract the energy-momentum tensor (z = e −iσ 1 +σ 2 , σ 2 = iτ ),
The string coordinates in the oscillator representation are
The Virasoro generators of the conformal transformation are defined as the Fourier modes of the energy-momentum tensor T zz ,
Using the basic commutation relation among oscillators, α m , α n = mδ m+n , one can check that the Virasoro generators satisfy the following algebraic relation [1, 2] ,
In our later calculations of conformal algebra, Eq.(34), for various normal-ordered vertex operators, it is useful to decompose the string coordinates into the creation and annihiliation parts. For this purpose, we define (y ≡ e iτ )
zero mode part of
creation part of
It is useful to define the combinations of X 
The commutation relations for oscillators and the string coordinates are given by
More generally,
The commutation relations for the Virasoro generators and the string coordinates are (in the following, we always assume m > 0.)
We collect other useful formulae, which can be derived from the results above in Appendix A.
B. Covariant Spectrum of Bosonic Open String Theory in Flat Space-time
To calculate the physical state spectrum of the bosonic open string theory in the flat space-time, we solve all possible linear combinations of creation operators acting on a Fock vacuum, subject to the Virasoro constraints:
These constraints in general lead to the generalized on-shell condition for the center of mass momenta, and restrict the polarization tensors to be transverse and traceless. In the covariant spectrum, where physical states consist of various linear combinations of oscillators with polarization tensors, Virasoro constraints implies lower spin polarization tensors are
given by the projections of higher spin polarization tensors [14, 15] . In this paper, we shall focus on the physical states up to the first massive level, and we shall use capital letters to represent the particles. For instance, the tachyon state (T) is defined as
The L 0 condition
together with the eigenvalue condition for α
The L 1 and L 2 conditions are trivial for the tachyon state.
At massless level, we have a photon state (P) with polarization vector ζ(k),
One can check that the L 0 condition,
leads to
On the other hand, the L 1 condition
gives the generalized transverse condition,
The L 2 condition is trivial for the photon state.
Finally, at the first massive level (M), we have a tensor particle with spin-two, and it is written as
The generalized on-shell condition, as derived from the L 0 condition
is
The L 1 conditions,
implies that the polarization vector ǫ µ can be written as a projection of the spin-two polar-
For this reason, we suppress the ǫ µ dependence in the notation of
gives
Substituting ǫ µ from Eq.(30) to Eq.(32), we get
The main point of this paper is to show that, by choosing a suitable normal-ordered vertex operator for each stringy state, we can derive the same physical state conditions, Eqs. (20), (23), (25), (28), (30), (32) through conformal algebra Eq.(34).
C. Vertex Operators and Conformal Algebra
Our main goal in this paper is to solve for the covariant vertex operators of bosonic open string theory. To construct general vertex operators, it is useful to recall the correspondence between states and operators in conformal field theory. In the oscillator representation for the one string Fock space, we have
From this correspondence, we have the following dictionary for bosonic open string states and the correspondence vertex operators:
photon (P) :
first massive state (M) : In the calculations of scattering amplitudes (correlation functions) in any conformal field theory, the use of vertex operators ensures that the final results are conformal invariant.
For string theory, in particular, we use integrated vertex operators to allow for all possible particle emissions (or absorptions)
Here to compensate for the conformal transformation of the integration measure dτ → dτ ′ , we need to impose the condition that the unintegrated vertex operator V string (τ ) to transform
Consequently, we require all unintegrated vertex operators to carry conformal dimension J = 1. More precisely, if we check the action of conformal transformation induced by energy-momentum tensor on any unintegrated vertex operator, we must have the following algebraic relation [1] ,
In the following, we show that the solutions of unintegrated vertex operators to the conformal algebra, Eq.(34), must satisfy the Virasoro constraints.
III. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA FOR THE TACHYON (T) VERTEX OPERATOR
The normal-ordered vertex operator for tachyon (T) is defined as
Henceforth, to simplify the calculations, we have combined the zero mode part X 0 with annihilation operator X + , Z ≡ X 0 + X + .
Using the formulae in Appendix A, Eqs.(A6).(A7), we can compute the conformal algebra of the vertex operator for tachyon,
Here
Substituting this result into commutator Eq.(36). we get
From this result, it is clear that if we require the unintegrated vertex operator V T to have conformal dimension J = 1, we recover the on-shell condition for the tachyon state, α ′ k 2 = 1,
Eq.(20).

IV. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA FOR THE PHOTON (P) VERTEX OPERATOR
The normal-ordered vertex operator for photon (P) is defined as
Here we define
The commutator Ẋ µ 
where
Computing the commutator for k · α n andẊ µ using Eq. (12), we have
Substituting Eq.(42) into the conformal algebra for V
If we add the tachyon contribution in Eq.(39) and the V µ P 1 contribution from Eq.(43) to obtain the full conformal algebra for V P , we get
From this result, we naturally derive the (L 0 ) on-shell condition, α ′ k 2 = 0, and the (L 1 ) transverse condition, ζ · k = 0.
V. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA FOR THE FIRST MASSIVE SPIN-TWO (M) VERTEX OPERATOR
A. Definition and Descending Formula for the Vertex Operator
The normal-ordered vertex operator corresponding to the first massive spin-two state (M)
is defined as
The contribution from the commutator terms in Eq.(45) can be calculated using the formulae, Eqs.(A1), (A2), (A3), in Appendix A. The results are
After simplify the commutator terms, we get the second descending formula for the normalordered vertex operator
and
From the definition of the vertex operator V 
Computing the commutator for k · α n and W µν , Eq.(A9), we get
Substituting the result for U µν into Eq.(52), we have 
Computing the commutator for k · α n andẌ µ using Eq. (12), we get
Substituting the result for U µ 2 into Eq.(55), we have
Finally, the conformal algebra for the massive spin-two vertex operatorṼ M can be obtained from the weighted sum of Eq.(54) and Eq.(57),
To complete the calculation of the conformal algebra for massive spin-two vertex operator
Notice that we have adjusted the conformal weight dimensions in both equations and made compensation by subtracting the extra terms. Putting everything together, Eqs.(58), (59), (60), we derive the complete conformal algebra for V M as follows: 
